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Executive Summary

Unemployment insurance (UI) is an important source of security for the nation’s workers, providing them with an income if they are laid off from their job through no fault of their own. It is an insurance system, not a government transfer program – workers pay for UI themselves through a payroll tax.

The stated goal of welfare reform was to get people off welfare and into work. While employment rates did rise substantially among those leaving welfare in the late 1990s, many former welfare recipients who have lost their jobs in the current labor market downturn remain ineligible for UI. In the late 1990s, nearly one-half (49.1 percent) of women who left welfare failed to meet the monetary requirements for unemployment insurance, compared to only one-of-five (20.7 percent) women who were employed but had not been on welfare. In spite of increased employment rates, and rising wages in the late nineties boom, former welfare recipients were actually less likely to qualify for UI in the late 1990s, than in the period prior welfare reform.

This paper suggests two simple policy changes that would substantially increase eligibility rates for former welfare recipients:

1) The use of an alternate base period. This alternative base period (which is already used by 17 states) would include the most recent quarter of work in assessing workers’ earnings history. Since most former beneficiaries have short work histories, this change can substantially increase eligibility rates for UI.

2) The use of an hours requirement instead of an earnings requirement. Since most former welfare recipients work in low paying jobs, they often have low earnings even if they work regularly. Substituting an hours requirement, such as
the 400 hours per quarter level used by Oregon, will allow many more former
beneficiaries to qualify for UI.

Simulations in this study show that the general adoption of the proposed alternative base
period would increase eligibility for UI by 6.6 percentage points for former beneficiaries
in the third quarter that they are off welfare. Switching to an hours requirement would
increases eligibility by 6.1 percentage points in the third quarter off welfare.

These proposals do not change the fact that the UI benefit is earnings related –
those who earn more get higher benefits. They also don’t change the fact that workers
who lose their job for cause (including difficulties finding adequate child care) are not
eligible for benefits. However, they will increase the probability that former beneficiaries
will be eligible to collect a benefit that they have already paid for through their taxes.
Introduction

The unemployment insurance (UI) system is supposed to provide relief for unemployed workers, in order to help them make ends meet until they find another job. However, for former welfare recipients, hard-hit by the foundering U.S. job market, the UI system does not provide them with a much-needed safety net. In the late 1990s, nearly one-half (49.1 percent) of women who left welfare failed to meet the earnings requirement for unemployment insurance, compared to only one-of-five (20.7 percent) women who were employed but had not been on welfare. Welfare reform led to increased employment, and the buoyant economy raised low-wage worker’s earnings over the 1990s; nevertheless, former welfare recipients were actually less likely to qualify for UI in the late 1990s, as compared to the early 1990s.

As unemployment remains high, states must consider what will happen as low-wage and former welfare recipients lose their jobs. Policymakers should look to expand UI coverage so that all workers – including those who work intermittently and often for low wages – are eligible for assistance if they lose their job. This paper provides two sets of simulations to demonstrate the alternatives available to state policymakers. States could change the time period over which the person’s earnings are examined from the standard base period (the four completed calendar quarters one quarter prior to the quarter of unemployment) to the alternate base period (the four completed calendar quarters prior to the quarter of unemployment). So far, 17 states have adopted an alternate base period policy. If all states did so, in the late 1990s, 55.2 percent of former welfare recipients would have been monetarily eligible for UI in their first quarter off welfare; this is nearly four percentage points higher than was actually the case. Second, states
could follow Oregon’s lead and move to an hours-only requirement in lieu of an earnings requirement. If every state required individuals to have worked at least 400 hours over the past year (the “alternate base period”), then, in the late 1990s, one year after leaving welfare, UI eligibility would have fallen by half a percent in the first quarter after leaving welfare, but would have increased by 3.5 percentage points by the second quarter off welfare and 6.1 percentage points in the third quarter off welfare.

**Former welfare recipients not as likely as other working women to qualify for UI**

The weak recovery has led to a sustained low level of job creation. Unemployment is currently at 6.0 percent (October 2003) and 2.4 million jobs have been lost since February 2001. Individuals who lost their jobs are remaining unemployed for longer than is usually the case in a recession: currently, nearly one-in-four unemployed workers (23.0 percent – October 2003) has been unemployed for six months, indicating that for many, finding employment is not an easy task. Among workers with a high-school degree or less, unemployment averaged 8.1 percent in 2002, as compared to 6.0 percent in 2000. For young workers, those between 16 and 24, unemployment averaged 12.1 percent in 2002, up from 9.4 percent in 2000. Jobs for workers previously on welfare have become increasingly scarce, as evidenced by these increases in unemployment.

When a workers become unemployed, they typically look to the UI system to help them make ends meet until they find a new job. However, nearly half of former welfare recipients are ineligible for UI because they have low wages or intermittent work histories. Table 1 shows former welfare recipients are nearly one-third less likely to qualify for UI, compared to other women workers. In the late 1990s during their first
quarter off welfare, 50.9 percent of women met the earnings thresholds for UI eligibility, while 79.3 percent of other women workers were monetarily eligible. Although increased employment among welfare recipients followed the implementation of welfare reform and the buoyant economy raised low-wage worker’s earnings during the 1990s, former welfare recipients were actually less likely to qualify for UI in the late 1990s, as compared to those leaving welfare in the early 1990s. For women formerly on welfare, eligibility fell by 1.8 percentage points compared to leavers in the early 1990s, while for women who worked and were never on welfare, eligibility fell by only 0.9 percentage points. Among those not on welfare, women are less likely than men to qualify for UI, and this is more so in the late 1990s than in the early 1990s. The remainder of the paper focuses exclusively on women and women welfare leavers.

Table 1. Percentage of employed workers eligible for unemployment insurance benefits by welfare recipiency, 1993 and 1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Welfare leaver</th>
<th>Not a welfare leaver</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One quarter after exit (Q1)</td>
<td>One year after exit (Q4)</td>
<td>Two years after exit (Q8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early 1990s</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
<td>72.8%</td>
<td>95.2%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late 1990s</td>
<td>50.9%</td>
<td>70.7%</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For the early 1990s, this is the last quarter in sample and highly unreliable.
Source: Authors’ analysis of 1993 and 1996 SIPP panel.
Note: Includes all quarters after Q6

That former welfare recipients are less likely to be monetarily eligible for UI relative to other women is disconcerting, especially when we consider the likelihood that

---

In this analysis we focus exclusively on the state-level monetary eligibility requirements for UI. We make a monetary eligibility determination for all those in our sample who have labor earnings in the sample period, leaving out the non-monetary UI requirements. We use data from the 1993 and 1996 panels of the Census Bureau’s Survey of Income and Program Participation. Our sample consists for people between 18 and 64 years old who report some labor income during the panel. We examine workers from quarter 6 forward – owing to the method of calculating a base period in many states.
many women will be ineligible for unemployment insurance benefits due to non-monetary reasons such as voluntary leaving, quits, and justified dismissals. Historically, welfare played the role of a “poor woman’s unemployment insurance” by providing income support to poor women who were not working. Now, with many poor women off welfare and working, the expectation is that these women will earn enough to receive UI benefits, rather than going back on welfare. Welfare is not an option for many low-income women because welfare reform made it more difficult for poor women to use welfare as an unemployment safety net. The 1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act – commonly known as welfare reform – made it more difficult for families to get on and stay on welfare. Congress tightened the rules for applications, added substantial work requirements, and implemented a five-year lifetime limit on receiving welfare payments. Thus, many women who left welfare will not be able to go back to welfare if they lose their job. For these families, UI should help them make ends meet until they find another job.

It is also important to note that this is the best-case scenario in terms of eligibility. Many, if not most, former welfare recipients leave their jobs for reasons that make them ineligible for receiving UI, even if they meet the monetary requirements.\(^4\) UI eligibility can be broken down into three components: monetary eligibility, initial eligibility and continuing eligibility. This paper focuses exclusively on monetary eligibility – that is, determining if a worker earned enough income to qualify for UI benefits. Initial

\(^4\) Research by Kaye (2001) demonstrates how many more “at-risk” workers will be ineligible for unemployment insurance benefits because of the initial eligibility requirements. She finds that more than one quarter of the at-risk population would be unlikely to have a qualifying job separation and that nearly two-thirds would fail to meet continuing eligibility requirements for available and seeking work. Rangarajan et al. (2001) find that 50 percent of TANF leavers quit employment and another 18 percent were fired. This leaves only 32 percent who are likely to have a qualifying job separation.
eligibility is determined by the reasons for a worker’s job separation. Workers initiating a job separation (i.e. quitting) will typically be ineligible for UI. There are circumstances under which a worker may quit and still be eligible for benefits. For example, in a few states, if a worker quits as the result of sexual harassment or domestic violence she will be eligible. However, in most states, quitting because of childcare problems makes one ineligible for benefits. Continuing eligibility is determined by the effort to find work during unemployment and the acceptance of job offers. UI benefit recipients must undertake a documented job search and must accept reasonable offers of employment. Continuing eligibility is predicated on being “available” for work; the unemployed who restrict their job searches exclusively to part-time employment are not considered available in most states.

Why did UI eligibility fall over the 1990s for former welfare recipients?

With strong labor markets in the latter 1990s, a key question of this research is why more workers, particularly those at the bottom of the earnings distribution, did not become eligible for UI. We test two hypotheses about why former welfare recipients were less eligible for UI after welfare reform than before. First, it is possible that workers who left welfare prior to welfare reform had better economic opportunities, were more motivated, or had fewer barriers to leaving. Alternatively, some of the decline in monetary eligibility could be because many states increased their monetary eligibility requirements during the late 1990s. We conclude that the reason for the decline in the proportion of former welfare recipients eligible for UI post-welfare reform is more about labor market outcomes than UI rule changes. Those who left welfare after the implementation of welfare reform had lower employment rates and lower earnings for
those in the bottom third in their first few quarters off welfare compared to those who left welfare in the early 1990s, before welfare reform. Had states not raised their requirements for eligibility, more former welfare recipients (0.2 percentage points) would have been eligible for UI in the late 1990s compared to the early 1990s.

**Labor market outcomes pre- and post-welfare reform**

The combination of welfare reform and the strong economy led to a rapid decline in the number of families on welfare in the late 1990s. However, women who left welfare in the late 1990s had slightly lower employment rates and greater dispersion of earnings, relative to those who left in the early 1990s. Figure 1 shows employment rates for women by quarters off welfare in the early and late 1990s. Women who were never on welfare had higher employment rates in the late 1990s than in the early 1990s. However, women

![Figure 1: Employment rates of women, by consecutive quarters off welfare](image)

in their first quarter off welfare had much higher employment rates in the early 1990s than in the late 1990s.

Employment rates only tell half the story. Table 2 shows average and median earnings for women who left welfare by quarter off welfare. The decreased eligibility for former welfare recipients in the late 1990s is surprising given that the average wages of former welfare recipients increased over the 1990s. In their first year off welfare, inflation adjusted average quarterly earnings of women who had left welfare rose from $2,544 to $2,800 from the early to late 1990s – a gain of 10 percent. This increase in earnings should, all else equal, have increased monetary eligibility. However, when we look to median earnings, the story becomes more complicated: as with the employment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Real average and median quarterly earnings (2000$) and standard deviation for women by welfare recipiency, Early and Late 1990s*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Welfare leaver</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One quarter after exit (Q1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inflation-adjusted average quarterly earnings (2000$)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early 1990s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late 1990s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early 1990s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late 1990s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample includes workers 18-64 who were employed during panel and exited welfare after quarter 5.

Source: Authors’ analysis of 1993 and 1996 SIPP panels.

Note: Includes all quarters after Q6
rates, the trend for welfare leavers differs from other women.

In the first quarter off welfare, inflation-adjusted median earnings were higher in the early 1990s than they were in the late 1990s and, further, earnings dispersion is larger in the late 1990s.

Figure 3 shows how greater dispersion helps to explain lower UI eligibility in the late 1990s: for women who left welfare, a year and a half after they left, those at the 30th percentile (including those with no earnings) who left welfare in the early 1990s earned $1,075, while those who left in the late 1990s earned only $524. We find that there are more welfare leavers with very low earnings in the late 1990s, leading to the lower qualifying rates for UI. Higher earnings dispersion is partially because there are more women with no earnings in the late 1990s.

Figure 2: Thirtieth percentile quarterly earnings for women welfare leavers by consecutive quarters off welfare

In some states, changes to UI rules made qualifying more difficult

Just after passage of welfare reform, between 1996 and 1997, nine states increased their minimum earnings requirements necessary to qualify for UI, making it more difficult for low-wage workers to meet the monetary eligibility requirements.\(^5\) On average, these states raised their minimum earnings requirements by nearly 14 percent. Some states, such as Alabama, more than doubled the minimum earnings requirements necessary to qualify for UI benefits between 1996 and 1997. These increases in earnings requirements created significant barriers to eligibility for previous welfare recipients.

Overall, from 1996 to 2001, 15 states raised their earnings requirements faster than median wages. Higher earnings thresholds mean that low-wage workers and former welfare recipients are less likely to qualify for UI. In eight states,\(^6\) a worker employed at 20 hours per week for a full year and earning their state’s minimum wage would fail to qualify for UI. In each case, these workers would fail to meet their state’s high quarter earnings requirements (Emsellem et al. 2002).

We simulated the proportion of individuals meeting the monetary eligibility requirements in the late 1990s if the UI rules had not changed since the early 1990s. As it turns out, changes in eligibility requirements did contribute to the lower proportion of former welfare recipients qualifying for UI in the late 1990s, although the effect is very small. Table 3 shows that if the individuals in the late 1990s had faced the same UI rules as those in the early 1990s, then UI eligibility would have increased by 0.2 percentage points among women who left welfare after their first year off welfare and 0.2 percentage points by women who were not on welfare in the late 1990s.

---

\(^5\) These states are Alabama, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Montana, North Carolina, Rhode Island, and Texas. They comprise 17 percent of the U.S. population.

\(^6\) Florida, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, and Utah.
Thus, holding work experience constant, fewer workers were monetarily eligible under the UI rules in the late 1990s. However, these differences are quite small. This is likely the case for three reasons. First, monetary requirements are generally very low resulting in most people who work being eligible for benefits. Second, changes in policy are marginal; they only affect a small portion of those who have incomes in the relevant earnings categories. The fact that the changes are statistically significant overall and for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Simulations of UI Eligibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welfare leaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One quarter after exit (Q1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation: Late 1990s workers, holding constant 1993-5 UI rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual late 1990s qualifying rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation compared to actual: percentage point difference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ analysis of 1993 and 1996 SIPP panel. Difference between actual and simulated is not statistically significant at the 5% level in any case.

those without a history of welfare use, but not for welfare recipients, indicates that these policy changes affected former welfare recipients more so than other workers.

States should rethink UI eligibility rules to assist low-wage workers and former welfare recipients

There are a number of policies to address the lower eligibility for UI among former welfare recipients. The basic premise is that earnings thresholds must be consistent with the earnings patterns of low-wage, part-time, and intermittent workers and not only for the earnings patterns of full-time workers. First, states could change their
eligibility rules so that those who search exclusively for part-time employment are eligible for UI. In 2002, twenty-eight states had rules prohibiting workers who search exclusively for part-time employment from receiving UI. Other options would be to include the most recent calendar quarters in the calculation of monetary eligibility or to move away from an earnings requirement, to an hours only requirement. We simulate the effects of using more recent calendar quarters in determining eligibility and moving to an hours only requirement and find that both would increase eligibility for UI among former welfare recipients.

**Simulation 1: Alternate base period**

Many states have sought to increase eligibility among low-wage and part-time workers by using an “alternate base period” that includes the most recent calendar quarter of earnings for those who fail to qualify for UI benefits under the standard base period. This alternate base period would increase the likelihood that former welfare recipients are eligible for UI by taking into consideration the most recent earnings for those who would otherwise fail to qualify. Figure 3 shows the proportion of individuals meeting the monetary eligibility requirements by quarters off welfare as the rules were in the late 1990s, as well as how many would qualify if every state adopted the alternate base period. For former welfare recipients in their first quarter off welfare, adopting an alternate base period would increase UI eligibility by 4.3 percentage points. In the next two quarters off welfare (quarters three and four) the alternate base period would increase eligibility by 5.8 and 6.6 percentage points, respectively.

---

7 See appendix for a more detailed discussion of the alternate base period and how it compares to the standard base period.

8 The findings for this simulation and that below are similar for the early and late 1990s. Findings for the early 1990s are available from the authors on request.
Figure 3: Actual UI eligibility in the late 1990s compared to using the Alternate Base Period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recidivist</th>
<th>Consecutive quarters off welfare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Late 1990s (Actual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Late 1990s: ABP Simulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Simulation 2: Hours requirement**

In addition to using the alternate base period, states could remove the earnings requirement and move to an hours-only requirement. Oregon has adopted an hours-only requirement and the alternate base period, allowing workers with 500 hours of work experience over the previous four calendar quarters to achieve “monetary” eligibility. Benefit payments would depend on previous earnings, but eligibility would not. For part-time workers to qualify, we estimate the proportion of former welfare recipients meeting an hours-only requirement\(^9\) of 260 hours, or an average of 20 hours per week for a full quarter. Figure 4 shows that reducing the hours requirement to 260 hours per quarter substantially increases eligibility among former welfare recipients, however reducing the hours requirement to 500 hours per quarter does not. The 260 hours policy would

---
\(^9\) All hours requirements are calculated on the four most recent completed calendar quarters, not the standard base period.
increase eligibility more than the alternate base period. The largest increases are in the first three quarters of employment, as many former welfare recipients start their employment in short-term or part-time work and then accumulate enough hours to qualify. Changing the initial eligibility requirement from an earnings requirement to an hours-only requirement increases the equity of the program. All workers, regardless of income, must demonstrate similar attachment to the labor force. Changing the program to focus on hours will improve program equity; it will also simplify the program, making it easier for workers to understand their eligibility status.

Figure 4: Actual UI eligibility in the late 1990s compared to using simulated 500 hours or 260 hours requirements

Figure 5 shows eligibility levels if all states adopted both the alternate base period and an hours-only requirement of 400 hours in the base period. This means that over the past year, an individual would have to work an average of eight hours per week, or at least part-time (20 hours) for 20 weeks. Four hundred hours strikes a compromise; this
requirement is sufficient to demonstrate labor market attachment, while recognizing that many workers – about one-in-eight – work only part-time.

Figure 5: Actual UI eligibility in the late 1990s compared to using a simulated 400 hours requirement

Clearly, changing the policy rules for UI eligibility to include part-time work and workers’ most recent employment history would increase the likelihood that former welfare recipients meet the monetary eligibility requirements for UI. However, policymakers must do more than change the monetary requirements. Recent research by Smith et al. (2003) indicates that there are family responsibilities, the largest shares of which are borne by women, which exclude workers from collecting UI. In particular, in most states if workers leave employment for personal reasons such as illness or pregnancy, care of a family member, domestic violence, sexual harassment, or following a spouse who relocates, they are typically ineligible for benefits. While our paper does not address these issues, we note that our estimates of monetary eligibility are a “best case” scenario. In other words, these estimates assume that a worker has a qualifying
separation from her employer, and does not leave employment for the reasons stated above.

Conclusions

Whether or not former welfare recipients meet the eligibility requirements for UI is an increasingly important issue. In August of 1996 when Congress passed welfare reform, unemployment was at 5.1 percent, and during the next four years unemployment declined to 3.9 percent. However, after October 2000, labor market conditions changed for the worse, with unemployment currently at 6.0 percent. For millions of workers, earning enough to qualify for UI became more difficult. Now that the labor market has worsened, analysts anticipate an increase in welfare caseloads. Over the fourth quarter of 2002, welfare caseloads increased in 38 states and by 1.2 percent nationally (Richer, Rahmanou, and Greenberg, 2003). However, year-over-year declines in caseloads are still occurring through March 2003, raising questions about the status of the low-income safety net.

It is clear that former welfare recipients still face considerable barriers to regular, consistent employment; their inability to become eligible for UI benefits after welfare reform provides additional evidence as to the indeterminate nature of employment. Welfare reform already provides many employment incentives and sanctions for not working. Consequently, many women have left welfare in search of work. Now that national employment has declined and unemployment rates have increased, we should expect UI to fill the gap; unfortunately, this has not happened, because too few former welfare recipients are qualifying for UI.
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Appendix

Table A1: Explanation of the Alternate Base Period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 1</td>
<td>Quarter 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 2</td>
<td>Quarter 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 3</td>
<td>Jan-Apr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 4</td>
<td>May-Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan-Apr</td>
<td>May-Jun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard Base Period

States with ABP: CT, DC, GA, ME, MI, NH, NM, NY, NC, OH, OK, RI, VA, WA, WI

SCENARIO 1: A worker loses her job and files for benefits during quarter 6. The state first determines if the applicant qualifies under the standard base period. If not, and she worked in a state that had an alternative base period and she filed on May 1, then the state would use earnings information from quarters 2 through 5 to determine eligibility. In this case the most recent earnings are used to calculate eligibility and there is no time lag. If the same worker applied toward the end of quarter 6 (June 30) then three months of earnings would not be counted toward eligibility.

SCENARIO 2: A worker loses her job having worked in a state without an alternative base period. If she filed for benefits on May 1 then the state would use earnings information from quarters 1 through 4 to determine eligibility. In this case, the most recent quarter of earnings (quarter 5) are not used to calculate eligibility creating a three month time lag. If the same worker applied toward the end of quarter 6 (June 30) then six months of earnings would not be counted toward eligibility.
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